Dear fellow traveler,

During our journey on earth many of us explored all kinds of spiritual movements and teachers or read their books.

A search that will finally always end in ourselves because in ourselves is the spiritual connection with God that you also may call Allah or Great Spirit.

It is this powerful divine and creative energy of our universe to which we belong.

God has created everything in His order, which is visible in the nature around us. In the flower that comes out of its button and the chick that is being released from his egg. We are part of this nature and the divine laws of nature associated with them.

Every person, without any exception, carries the divine spark within himself and if we want to open or increase the connection channels with this divine spirit we should be prepared to open our hearts and to subordinate our on earth formed personality to the Divine Spirit.

That is why over the centuries many teachers on Earth told us to watch the signs and signals in our lives, to open our hearts, to feel inwardly what these signs are saying to us so that we let us be guided through our thought, word and deed by the energy coming this divine source, which is present in us and emerges that way.

God, who represents the Good, is our only true Teacher, and He is not outside us but within us as the source of which we are part of.

The often mentioned Satan, which represents the “so-called evil” exists neither outside us nor within us. What we experience as the "evil" are life lessons that come our way to point us to the fact that we do not believe, so not speak nor act in the divine order. By living these experiences we are consciously be traced back to the divine path.

If we realize this we will see the setbacks in a different way and be aware that "setbacks" are experiences and signs that have to tell us something, and this applies to all experiences in our lives.

Experiences that we consider good and experiences that we consider bad bear all these message if ...... we are willing to to accept this.

To feed this awareness, it is desirable to let us be inspired by the book "The impersonal life" which Joseph Sieber Benner in 1914 received from the Divine Spirit.

To you who read, I speak. To you, who, through long years and much running to and fro, have been eagerly seeking, in books and teachings, in philosophy and religion, for you know not what --- Truth, Happiness, Freedom, God; To you whose Soul is weary and discouraged and almost destitute of hope; To you, who many times have obtained a glimpse of that "Truth" only to find, when you followed and tried to reach it, that it disappeared in the beyond, and was but the mirage of the desert; To you, who thought you had found it in some great teacher, who was perhaps the acknowledged head of some Society, Fraternity or Religion, and who appeared to you to be a "Master," so marvelous was the wisdom he taught and the works he performed; -- only to awaken later to the realization that that "Master" was but a human personality, with faults and weaknesses, and secret sins, the same as you, even though that personality may have been a channel through which were voiced many beautiful teachings, which seemed to you the highest "Truth;

And here you are, Soul aweary and enhungered, and not knowing where to turn To you, I AM come.
God was Joseph Benner's inexhaustible source from which he just wrote down what he got dictated. For that reason his name was not mentioned in the first editions of the book. As author was mentioned the name Anonymous.

In 1944, three years after his passing, the thirteenth edition of the booklet appeared thanks to benevolent gifts of those who supported the book and followed the path of the impersonal life. This edition was dedicated to Joseph S. Benner and two special letters which has been found by his daughter in an old wallet were added.


Wayne Dyer about Joseph Benner https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLjQXz0ODXo

Elvis Presley distributed suitcases full of books The Impersonal Life among his fans. When he passed away in 1977 they found him with this book at his side. He also sings a song about it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbryzR_3dR4

Do you feel attracted to this message? Read and then reread the text of the booklet repeatedly until it is fully incorporated into every cell of your body. It will bring you inner peace and happiness, where you have to have long awaited.

All the best and regards from the heart,
Anonymus

English

Flyers in other languages are available: http://www.the impersonallife.org

The Impersonal Life is one of the key books written on the topic of self-discovery and leading a spiritual life. Author Joseph Benner penned this book in the early 20th century, and it has been a popular title among millions of readers since. One of the most notable fans of The Impersonal Life was Elvis Presley who often throughout his life publicly credit this work with his success after discovering this work and applying its teachings to his own life. The Impersonal Life is highly recommended for those who are interested in learning how to lead a spiritual life and are in the process of self-discovery.